
NEW SERIES IN PRE-PRODUCTION!
On Duty - 28 x 22' eps + 14 x 22' new eps available soon!
Live-Action Reality Series - Exclusive News Coverage! 

The hottest new reality show on
TV gained national prominence
with the dramatic rescue of a
young mother and her two young
children whose car collided with
a big rig and teetered for hours
above a 75 foot abyss. Featured
on Good Morning America, NBC
News Tonight, Inside Edition and
the Today Show, this young
family was saved from certain
doom by the courageous actions
of Santa Barbara County
Firefighters and US Navy

Seabees. Recently the trio were on national television again to reunite with the
rescuers who saved them from their dangling car. See the emotional NBC
broadcast here as the mother and daughters get to thank rescuers. On Duty
boasts never-before-seen footage of this intense rescue through its unique
helmet-cams bringing you a perspective unlike anything available elsewhere
including real-time interviews with those first responders and behind the scenes
action.
 
Two seasons of On Duty, including this unbelievable episode, is now available
with a third season in production. Filmed in stunning high definition, this
exciting series accomplishes what no other reality show has done: get you so
close to the action you can almost feel the heat and sense the tension. Get to
know the brave men and women who are ready at a moment's notice, day or
night, to rescue people and save lives while putting themselves, in the center of
danger.
 
Foothill has worldwide rights to this amazing series produced by ME
Productions.   
 
A NEW promo can be viewed here.
 

 

GET IMMERSED IN THE ACTION!
On Patrol with Santa Barbara PD - 77 x 22' eps
Live-Action Reality Series

Production has now wrapped on
Season 5 for the show that is a
ride of a lifetime every week!
With a new updated format by
award-winning producer, Ken
Berris, On Patrol is more than a
television show... it is reality TV
at its most action packed! Ride
along with the men and women
of the Santa Barbara Police
Department in this captivating
television series that delivers a
powerful half hour of
programming to thrill the viewer.
 

Set amidst a southern California backdrop, we follow Santa Barbara's finest as
they patrol this picturesque city in their effort to keep the peace and make it
safe for citizens and visitors. There is no shortage of action since it is their job,
day and night, to protect and serve the public.
 
Produced in High-Definition, Foothill has North American rights to this action-
packed and highly addictive series produced by ME Productions.
 
A promo can be viewed here with new episodes now available. 
 

CHARITY RED CARPET PREMIERES PLANNED!
After the Last Round - 1 x 88' feature
Live-Action 

In order to raise awareness for head
trauma injuries, there are plans to
premiere this fantastic feature film
for charity. Arrangements for red
carpet premieres are in the works and


